Do crew members have mild symptoms or do you have medical ability to evaluate and treat (IDC)?

Yes

Do you have ability to isolate PUI and quarantine close contacts?

Yes

Can PUIs and close contacts wear PPE and remain separated from clean crew and still conduct mission?

Yes

Does mission allow to medevac severely ill with respiratory compromise to an appropriate MTF?

Yes

Are you able to mitigate/replace critical watchstanders/NECs?

Yes

Notify ISIC

No

Notify ISIC

No

Notify ISIC

No

Notify ISIC

Yes

RTP** – disembark PUIs

Continue mission (conduct RTF/RTM** assessment)

Can PUIs and close contacts wear PPE and remain separated from clean crew and still conduct mission?

Yes

Does mission allow to maneuver unit to RTP** and remove PUIs?

Yes

Do you have the critical watchstanders/NECs IOT RTP?

Yes

Notify ISIC

No

Supply

Do you have the ability to provide medical supplies including PPE, masking and sanitization/disinfection capabilities and services?

Yes

Do you have the ability to medevac severely ill with respiratory compromise to an appropriate MTF?

Yes

Can PUIs and close contacts wear PPE and remain separated from clean crew and still conduct mission?

Yes

Does mission allow to maneuver unit to RTP** and remove PUIs?

Yes

Do you have the critical watchstanders/NECs IOT RTP?

Yes

Notify ISIC

No

Notify ISIC

Yes

RTP** – disembark PUIs

Continue mission (conduct RTF/RTM** assessment)

Supply

Do you have ability to isolate PUI and quarantine close contacts?

Yes

Can PUIs and close contacts wear PPE and remain separated from clean crew and still conduct mission?

Yes

Does mission allow to maneuver unit to RTP** and remove PUIs?

Yes

Do you have the critical watchstanders/NECs IOT RTP?

Yes

Notify ISIC

No

Notify ISIC

Yes

RTP** – disembark PUIs

Continue mission (conduct RTF/RTM** assessment)

Supply

Do you have ability to medevac severely ill with respiratory compromise to an appropriate MTF?

Yes

Can PUIs and close contacts wear PPE and remain separated from clean crew and still conduct mission?

Yes

Does mission allow to maneuver unit to RTP** and remove PUIs?

Yes

Do you have the critical watchstanders/NECs IOT RTP?

Yes

Notify ISIC

No

Notify ISIC

Yes

RTP** – disembark PUIs

Continue mission (conduct RTF/RTM** assessment)

Supply

Do you have ability to medevac severely ill with respiratory compromise to an appropriate MTF?

Yes

Can PUIs and close contacts wear PPE and remain separated from clean crew and still conduct mission?

Yes

Does mission allow to maneuver unit to RTP** and remove PUIs?

Yes

Do you have the critical watchstanders/NECs IOT RTP?

Yes

Notify ISIC

No

Notify ISIC

Yes

RTP** – disembark PUIs

Continue mission (conduct RTF/RTM** assessment)

Supply

Do you have ability to medevac severely ill with respiratory compromise to an appropriate MTF?

Yes

Can PUIs and close contacts wear PPE and remain separated from clean crew and still conduct mission?

Yes

Does mission allow to maneuver unit to RTP** and remove PUIs?

Yes

Do you have the critical watchstanders/NECs IOT RTP?

Yes

Notify ISIC

No

Notify ISIC

Yes

RTP** – disembark PUIs

Continue mission (conduct RTF/RTM** assessment)

Supply

Do you have ability to medevac severely ill with respiratory compromise to an appropriate MTF?